Concatenated tandem constructs of BK channels reveal three distinct types of subunit stoichiometry in channel modulation by the auxiliary γ subunit and mutations in the channel pore region
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Abstract

The large-conductance, Ca\(^{2+}\)-activated K\(^+\) (BK) channels consist of the Ca\(^{2+}\)- and voltage-sensing and pore-forming \(\alpha\) (BK\(\alpha\)) subunits and regulatory auxiliary \(\beta\) or \(\gamma\) subunits. Concatenated tandem constructs have been proved to be necessary and powerful in understanding the subunit stoichiometry of K\(^+\) channel gating and regulation by constraining the stoichiometry, organization, and mutation of individual subunits. However, because of its unique possession of an extra S0 transmembrane segment that puts the N- and C-termini on the opposite sides of the membrane, it is impossible to generate concatenated tandem subunit constructs of BK channels as those done with other K\(^+\) channels. In order to investigate the molecular mechanisms of the atypical “all-or-none” modulatory function of the \(\gamma\) subunits and the subunit stoichiometry of BK channel gating, we have taken a novel strategy and generated functional concatenated tandem constructs containing 2 or 4 copies of the BK\(\alpha\) subunits by splicing BK\(\alpha\) into 2 protein constructs that can be co-expressed to form functional channels. We observed that the BK channels formed by concatenated tandem constructs are similar to intact channels in voltage and Ca\(^{2+}\) gating properties. Interestingly, the BK\(\gamma1\) subunit and mutations located at the S6 transmembrane segment and selectivity filter displayed 3 distinct types of subunit stoichiometry in BK channel modulation. By fusion of the BK\(\gamma1\) subunit to the N-terminus of the concatenated tandem BK\(\alpha\) constructs, we observed that a single molecule of BK\(\gamma1\) subunit per tetrameric BK\(\alpha\) channel is sufficient to fully modulate the channels. The Y294K, F303A, and L312A mutations at each BK\(\alpha\) subunit has an incremental effect on BK channel gating. The V288A mutation at the selectivity filter produce an “all-or-none” effect but requires mutations at all 4 BK\(\alpha\) subunits to have modulatory effect on channel gating, i.e., mutations at 1, 2, or 3 subunits have nearly no effect. Interestingly, the F307A mutation exhibited an atypical “all-or-none” modulatory function similar to that of the \(\gamma1\) subunit. The diversity in subunit stoichiometry of BK channel modulation indicates distinct mechanisms in affecting BK channel gating. Overall, we have developed novel concatenated tandem constructs for BK channels and revealed three distinct types of subunit stoichiometry in BK channel modulation by the auxiliary \(\gamma\) subunit and mutations at the pore-lining S6 transmembrane segment and selectivity filter.
Introduction

The big/large-conductance, calcium- and voltage-activated K\(^+\) (BK) channel is a unique member of the potassium channel family, characterized by an exceptionally large single-channel conductance (200-300 pS) that is 10-20 times larger than that for most other K\(^+\) channels and dual regulation by membrane voltage and intracellular free Ca\(^{2+}\) ([Ca\(^{2+}\)\(_i\)]\(^{1,2}\)). The BK channel is a homotetrameric channel consisting of 4 identical subunits of the pore-forming, Ca\(^{2+}\)- and voltage-sensing \(\alpha\) (BK\(\alpha\)) subunit (~130 kDa) and variable regulatory auxiliary subunits. 3D structures of BK\(\alpha\) channels\[^{3-8}\] are informative in molecular architectures and allosteric gating mechanisms. In the transmembrane (TM) domains, BK channels differ greatly from Kv channels by possession of an extra S0 helix, lack of domain swapping between the S1-S4 voltage sensor domain (VSD) and the S5-S6 pore gate domain (PGD), and tight packing of the VSD against the PGD via extensive interactions between S4 and S5\[^{5-8}\]. BK channels have a large cytosolic C-terminus composed of two tandem RCK domains (RCK1, RCK2) for Ca\(^{2+}\) and Mg\(^{2+}\) sensing\[^{5,6,9-14}\] assembled into a tetrameric gating ring that expands and moves close to membrane in response to Ca\(^{2+}\)- bindings.

BK channel function is regulated by various auxiliary \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) subunits and by LINGO1 protein, which confer tissue-specific gating and pharmacological properties\[^{15-18}\]. The 4 BK channel \(\beta\) (BK\(\beta\)) subunits are double membrane-spanning membrane proteins and they exert different and complex effects on apparent calcium and voltage sensitivities, macroscopic current kinetics, and pharmacological sensitivities\[^{16,19-27}\]. The 4 BK channel \(\gamma\) (BK\(\gamma\)) subunits are a group of leucine-rich repeat (LRR) containing membrane proteins consisting of BK\(\gamma\)1 (LRRC26), BK\(\gamma\)2 (LRRC52), BK\(\gamma\)2 (LRRC55), and BK\(\gamma\)4 (LRRC38)\[^{26,27}\]. They possess distinct capabilities in facilitating BK channel activation by shifting the BK channel’s voltage dependence of activation in the hyperpolarizing direction over an exceptionally large range of ~145 mV (\(\gamma\)1), 100 mV (\(\gamma\)2), 50 mV (\(\gamma\)3), and 20 mV (\(\gamma\)4), in terms of the half-maximal...
activation voltage ($V_{1/2}$) in the absence of Ca$^{2+}$ [26,27]. BKγ1 likely modulated BK channels by mainly affecting the allosteric coupling between VSD activation and the channel pore opening [26,28].

All BKγ subunits contain an N-terminal signal peptide, an extracellular leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain, a single transmembrane (TM) segment, and a short intracellular C-terminus [26,27,29]. The modulatory effects of different γ subunits on BK channel voltage dependence are mainly determined by their single TM segments and C-terminal positively charged residue clusters [30,31]. The single TM segment accounts for about 100 mV in $V_{1/2}$-shifting capability of the γ1 and γ2 subunits, while the intracellular C-tails, particularly the juxta-membrane positively charged residue regions, contribute about 40-50 mV in $V_{1/2}$-shifting capability to the γ1 and γ3 subunits [31]. The LRR domains regulate the expression, cell surface trafficking, and “all-or-none” modulatory functions of the BKγ subunits [29,32].

A fundamental question in understanding how an auxiliary protein regulates an ion channel is the subunit stoichiometry. In the classic model of a tetrameric ion channel complex, most auxiliary subunits bind to the channel with 4-fold symmetry to mirror the pore-forming α subunit’s 4-fold structural symmetry so that the channel-regulatory effect is expected to be incremental upon variation in the relative molecular ratio of the auxiliary subunit to core subunit. Many K$^+$ channel auxiliary subunits such as the BKβ subunits on BK channels [33], KCNE on KCNQ channels [34,35], and KChIP on Kv4 channels [36], indeed incrementally regulate the voltage dependence of channel activation in a titration-dependent mode. However, BK channel modulation by BKγ1 exhibited an atypical binary “all-or-none” phenotype in that the voltage-dependence of BK channel gating was either fully shifted to the negative voltage direction or unchanged when expression of the BKγ1 subunit was limited [37]. Concatenated tandem subunit constructs with 2 or 4 channel subunits fused together in a C-to-N-terminus manner have been employed extensively to investigate the stoichiometry, interaction, and cooperativity of core and auxiliary subunits, and mechanisms of voltage- and ligand-gated activation in various K$^+$ channels [34,38-43]. However, owing to
an extra S0 segment that puts N- and C-termini on opposite sides of the membrane, it is impossible to make directly concatenated BK channel subunit constructs as with other K+ channels. To permit investigation of intersubunit interactions and to restrict mutations to individual subunits, in this study we have developed concatenated tandem constructs of BKα subunits by splitting the BKα subunit into different constructs and revealed three distinct types of subunit stoichiometry in BK channel modulation by auxiliary γ subunits and mutations at selectivity filter and deep-pore locations. This study provides new insights into the modulation of BK channels.

**Materials and methods**

**Expression of BK channels in HEK293 cells**

HEK293 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium with 10% fetal bovine serum in a 5% CO2 incubator. HEK-293 cells (ATCC) were transfected with plasmids using PEI ‘MAX’ (Polysciences Inc.) and subjected to electrophysiological assays 16-72 h after transfection. Recombinant cDNA constructs of human BK channel was used for their heterologous expression in HEK293 cells as previously described [29,31,44,45]. For the tetramer construction, monomeric constructs of BKα (GenBank accession number AAB65837) that was lack of S0 (residues 1-93) and RCK2 domains (residues 651-1236) were subcloned into pcDNA6 with V5 and His tags. Concatenated BKα dimer constructs were generated in pcDNA6 with the following design: BamHI-BKα (M1)-XhoI-BKα (M2)-V5-AgeI. Concatenated BKα tetramer constructs were generated in pcDNA6 with the following design: BamHI-BKα (M1)-XhoI-BKα (M2)-NotI-BKα (M3)-BSwI-BKα (M4)-V5-AgeI. Concatenated BKγ-α construct was generated in pcDNA6 with the following design: HindIII-BKγ1- BamHI-BKα (M1)-XhoI-BKα (M2)-NotI-BKα (M3)-BSwI-BKα (M4)-V5-AgeI. A recombinant cDNA plasmid encoding the human was used for expression of the BKα subunit alone. Mutant constructs were made with the QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene).

**Electrophysiology**
To record the BK channel currents, we performed patch-clamp recording of excised inside-out plasma membrane patches of HEK-293 cells for most concatenated BKα wild type and mutation constructs with symmetric intracellular and extracellular (pipette) solutions containing 136 mM KMeSO₃, 4 mM KCl, and 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.20. The extracellular solution was supplemented with 2 mM MgCl₂, and the intracellular solution was supplemented with 5 mM HEDTA without Ca²⁺ to create a virtually Ca²⁺ free solution. Whole-cell patch-clamp recording was performed for some mutation constructs with tinny currents. Single channel currents were measured at holding voltages from −120 mV to +120 mV. Recording electrodes, amplifier, sampling rate, data analysis et al. were as previously described [45]. Steady-state activation was expressed as the normalized conductance (G/Gmax) calculated from the relative amplitude of the tail currents (deactivation at -120 mV). The voltage of half-maximal activation (V₁/₂) and the equivalent gating charge (z) were obtained by fitting the relations of G/Gmax versus voltage with the single Boltzmann function \( G/G_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{1+e^{-\frac{z(F(V-V_{1/2})}{RT}}} \). Experimental values are reported as means ± SEM.

**Western Blot**

As previously described [29], the cell lysate was incubated (4 °C for 2 h) with anti-V5 agarose affinity gel antibody produced in mouse (Cat# A7345 from Millipore Sigma). After three repetitive washes (10 min each time) with TBS buffer supplemented with 2% DDM, the captured proteins were eluted with 4% SDS. Mouse monoclonal anti-V5 antibody (Cat# R96125 from Invitrogen) at 1:10,000 dilution was used for immunoblotting. Protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche) was used throughout the procedure.

**Results**

**A novel strategy and generated functional concatenated tandem constructs of the BKα subunits.**

In this study, a novel strategy was employed to generate concatenated tandem subunit constructs of BK channels. The goal was to place the N- and C-termini of BKα on the same sides of the membrane. Due to the large size of the RCK domains, a three-protein construct approach was utilized. This involved splicing BKα into three protein constructs: the S0 transmembrane domain (residues 1-97), the RCK2 domain (residues 652-1236), and the rest (residues 94-651). These three constructs were co-expressed to form
functional channels, as depicted in Figure 1C. This strategy allowed for the successful generation of functional BKα subunits in the form of concatenated tandem constructs.

To validate our strategy, we co-expressed the S0 transmembrane domain, RCK2 domain and the left domains of BKα in HEK cells. We observed that the $V_{1/2}$ of co-expression of three pieces of BKα channel was $177.81 \pm 1.51$ mV in the absence of Ca$^{2+}$, which closely resembled that of the non-spliced monomeric BKα constructs ($V_{1/2} = 172 \pm 3$ mV). Furthermore, in the presence of 10 µM Ca2+, both the wild-type (WT) and co-expressed BKα channels exhibited an increase in $V_{1/2}$ by 155 mV and 147 mV, respectively (Fig. 1A and 1C). These results clearly demonstrated that co-expression of the three pieces of BKα domains will form a functional BK channel. To further investigate the concatenated tandem subunit constructs of BK channels, dimers and tetramers of BKα were constructed by fusing the N-terminal of one subunit to the C-terminal of the preceding subunit (Figure 1A, 1D and 1E). Western blot analysis confirmed the presence of the concatenated BK channel construct, as indicated by the predominant protein recognized by the V5 antibody (Figure 1B). By analyzing the voltage dependence of the channel activation, we observed that both the dimers and tetramer constructions induced similar shift in $V_{1/2}$ in the absent and present of 10 µM Ca$^{2+}$. In the presence of 10 µM Ca$^{2+}$, the BK dimers (Dimer-M1M2 and Dimer-M3M4) and tetramer channels exhibited $V_{1/2}$ shifts of 156 mV, 158 mV, and 144 mV, respectively, compared to the absence of Ca$^{2+}$ (Fig. 1D-E, Table 1). Indeed, the results obtained from our experiments unequivocally demonstrated that the tandem constructs of BKα, generated using our novel strategy, exhibited similar functional properties to the monomeric BKα constructs that were previously employed. This suggests that our novel approach of splicing BKα into three protein constructs successfully resulted in the formation of functional BK channels, allowing us to investigate the subunit stoichiometry and modulation of BK channels in a concatenated tandem format.

The deep pore L312A mutation on each BKα subunit has an incremental effect on BK channel voltage gating.

Previously, L312A mutant was identified to led to low-voltage–activated BK channels (L312A), and mutant leucine (L) to alanine (A) at position 312 would induce a 132 mV shift in the $V_{1/2}$ (31 ± 2.6 mV) toward the hyperpolarization direction as compared with wild type $^{[46,47]}$. The L312 site is in the S6 transmembrane domain that located at the deep-pore position of BKα channel (Figure 2A and 2B). Similar to the previous reports $^{[46,47]}$, the voltage dependence of the BKα L312A mutant channels ($V_{1/2} = 61.9 \pm 3.9$ mV) was shifted 108 mV to the depolarization direction as compared with regular BK channels.
formed by the intact BKα subunit (V_{1/2} = 169.82 ± 0.05) (Fig. 2D, Table 1). Western blots results confirmed the expression of the concatenated BK channel construct (Figure 2C). To determine the contribution of each subunit to effect of the L312A mutation, four dimer mutants were constructed: M1^{WT}M2^{L312A}, M1^{L312A}M2^{WT}, M3^{WT}M4^{L312A}, and M3^{L312A}M4^{WT} (Figure 2D, Table 1). The voltage dependence of channel activation was plotted for these mutants, and it was observed that the half mutations of L312A in the dimer mutants induced V_{1/2} shifts of approximately 47 (M1^{L312A}M2^{WT}), 57 (M1^{WT}M2^{L312A}), 51 (M3^{L312A}M4^{WT}), and 62 mV (M3^{WT}M4^{L312A}), respectively (Figure 2D, Table 1), which were approximately 50% of the V_{1/2} shift observed in the full L312A mutant (V_{1/2} = 54.22 ± 1.7 mV). Furthermore, we observed that both dimer (M1^{WT}M2^{L312A}) and tetramer (M1^{L312A}M2^{L312A}M3^{WT}M4^{WT}) constructs, the half mutations caused V_{1/2} shifts of approximately 54 and 49 mV towards hyperpolarization compared to the wild-type BK channels (Figure 2E, Table 1). These results suggest that each subunit contributes equally to the effect of the L312A mutation in the BKα channel.

To test how the L312A mutant affects BK channel voltage gating, four kinds of mutations that gradually increased the mutant number in the tetramer constructs were constructed: M1^{L312A}M2^{WT}M3^{WT}M4^{WT}, M1^{L312A}M2^{L312A}M3^{WT}M4^{WT}, M1^{L312A}M2^{L312A}M3^{L312A}M4^{WT}, and M1^{L312A}M2^{L312A}M3^{L312A}M4^{L312A} (Figure 2F, Table 1). By gradually increasing the number of mutant subunits in the tetramer constructs, the voltage dependence of the channel activation showed approximately 30 mV towards hyperpolarization for each subunit (Figure 2G, Table 1), suggesting that the effect of the L312A mutation is consistent, and mutation on each BKα subunit has an incremental effect on BK channel voltage gating. These findings reinforce the notion that each subunit within the BKα channel plays an equal role in determining the overall effect of the L312A mutation.

A single type of γ1 subunit complex produces a functionally all-or-none effect on the BK channel.

Recently, it was confirmed that a single γ1 subunit is sufficient to produce a gating shift similar to a set of four γ1 subunits, as demonstrated by functional reporter analysis in single-channel recordings [48-50]. Here, we aimed to investigate the molecular mechanisms underlying the atypical “all-or-none” modulatory function of γ subunits and the subunit stoichiometry of BK channel gating. To achieve this, we fused the C-terminal of the γ1 subunit to the N-terminal of the BKα S1 loop (Figure 3A and 1C). By co-transfecting the BKγ1-α fusion construct with the S0 and RCK2 domains, we observed similar V_{1/2} shifting in BKαγ1 (V_{1/2} = 20.84 ± 0.68 mV) and a deletion version of BKγ1-α (V_{1/2} = 33.09 ± 2.03 mV) (Figure 3C, Table...
1). Next, we further generated functional concatenated tandem constructs containing 1 γ1 subunit with 2 or 4 copies of the BKα subunits (Figure 3D). The western blot assay revealed one major band for both the dimer (about 150 KD) and tetramer (about 270 KD) constructs (Figure 3B). Our results clearly demonstrated that both dimer and tetramer exhibited the atypical “all-or-none” modulatory. Specifically, the dimer BKγ1-αM1WTM2WT and tetramer BKγ1-αM1WTM2WTM3WTM4WT resulted in a reduction of 136 mV and 117 mV, respectively, in the shifts of BK channel $V_{1/2}$ induced by one γ1 ($V_{1/2} = 40.97 \pm 1.29$ mV) and two γ1 ($V_{1/2} = 61.42 \pm 1.52$ mV) subunits (Figure 3D, Table 1).

Screening of selectivity filter and deep-pore domain reveal three distinct types of subunit stoichiometry in BK channel modulation

Regarding the statement about γ1 subunit complex produces a functionally all-or-none effect on the BK channel, we hypothesize that there may be multiple modulation types in the BK channel. To explore the subunit stoichiometry and modulation types in BK channel, we constructed a series of mutations around the selectivity filter and deep-pore domain. In addition to L312A, we identified three other mutations (V288A, F303A and F307A) that can induce approximately 100 mV shifts in the $V_{1/2}$ of BK channel toward the depolarization direction in the absent of Ca$^{2+}$ (Figure 4A and 4B).

Firstly, we found that the V288A mutant, located at the selectivity filter, resulted in 93 mV reduction in the shifts of BK channel $V_{1/2}$ toward the depolarization direction in the presence of 10 μM Ca$^{2+}$ (Figure 4B and 4C). To determine how this mutation regulates the selectivity filter, we constructed four mutations that gradually increased the mutant number in the tetramer constructs, similar to what we described for L312A earlier. These constructs were $M1^{V288A}M2^{WT}M3^{WT}M4^{WT}$, $M1^{V288A}M2^{V288A}M3^{WT}M4^{WT}$, $M1^{V288A}M2^{V288A}M3^{V288A}M4^{WT}$, and $M1^{V288A}M2^{V288A}M3^{V288A}M4^{V288A}$ (Figure 4C). Unlike the additive regulation observed with L312A mutant in the deep pore, the V288A displayed an all-or-none effect. However, the all or none effect induced by V288A mutant is difference from that of the γ1 subunit. Our results showed that the half-activation voltages ($V_{1/2}$) of $M1^{V288A}M2^{WT}M3^{WT}M4^{WT}$ (34.17 ± 1.37), $M1^{V288A}M2^{V288A}M3^{WT}M4^{WT}$ (30.43 ± 2.08), and $M1^{V288A}M2^{V288A}M3^{V288A}M4^{WT}$ (39.54 ± 1.69) were nearly the same as that of non-mutant BK channels (31.42 ± 2.39) in the presence of 10 μM Ca$^{2+}$ (Figure 4C). However, only the full mutant construct ($M1^{V288A}M2^{V288A}M3^{V288A}M4^{V288A}$) resulted in a 93 mV reduction in the shifts of the BK channel $V_{1/2}$ toward depolarization in the presence of 10 μM Ca$^{2+}$ (Figure 4C, Table 1). Our results demonstrated that the effect of V288A is only observed in the fully mutant BKα channel (Figure 4C, Table 1).
Previously, the Y294K mutant was shown to induce C-type inactivation in BK channels by an extremely low concentration of extracellular K⁺\[^5\]. In this study, we performed single-channel analysis of the wide type and a series of mutations. We found that all recorded channels had the same reduced channel current. For example, the current for M1\(^{Y294K}\)M2\(^{WT}\)M3\(^{WT}\)M4\(^{WT}\) was 26.6 pA compared to 31.6 pA for M1\(^{WT}\)M2\(^{WT}\)M3\(^{WT}\)M4\(^{WT}\). Similarly, the currents for M1\(^{Y294K}\)M2\(^{Y294K}\)M3\(^{WT}\)M4\(^{WT}\), M1\(^{Y294K}\)M2\(^{Y294K}\)M3\(^{Y294K}\)M4\(^{WT}\), and M1\(^{Y294K}\)M2\(^{Y294K}\)M3\(^{Y294K}\)M4\(^{Y294K}\) mutant channels were 21.6 pA, 16.5 pA, and 11.6 pA, respectively, at 120 mV in the presence of 10 µM Ca\(^{2+}\) (Figure 4D). These results demonstrate that the Y294K mutant in the selectivity filter domain displays an incremental effect on the voltage gating of BK channel. Similar to the L312A and Y294K mutation, F303A, located in the deep-pore domain, also displayed an incremental effect on BK channel voltage gating (Figure 4E). We observed that the \(V_{1/2}\) for the gradually increasing number of mutations in the BK tetramer, M1\(^{L303A}\)M2\(^{WT}\)M3\(^{WT}\)M4\(^{WT}\), M1\(^{L303A}\)M2\(^{L303A}\)M3\(^{WT}\)M4\(^{WT}\), and M1\(^{L303A}\)M2\(^{L303A}\)M3\(^{L303A}\)M4\(^{L303A}\) were 46.86 ± 3.5 mV, 87.86 ± 5.03 mV, and 126.2 ± 3.5 mV, respectively. These values contributed approximately 40 mV toward the depolarization direction as compared to BK wide-type channels (Figure 4F).

Unlike all the modulation types we mentioned above, we found that the mutant F307A in the deep-pore domain exhibited an “all-or-none” type of subunit stoichiometry in the modulation of BK channel (Figure 4F). Our results indicated that 1, 2, 4 mutants displayed a similar effect on BK channel voltage gating, resulting in reductions of 24.1 mV, 37.3 mV and 38.6 mV, respectively, in the shifts of BK channel \(V_{1/2}\) towards the depolarization direction in the presence of 10 µM Ca\(^{2+}\) (Figure 4F).

**Discussion**

Concatenated tandem constructs have been extensively utilized in studying the subunit stoichiometry and mutation effects in other K⁺ channels, allowing for a deeper understanding of channel gating and regulation. However, the distinct architecture of BK channels has prevented the direct application of traditional concatenated tandem construct methodologies. The inability to physically connect the N- and C-termini of BK channel subunits in a concatenated manner has limited the exploration of subunit stoichiometry and modulation in BK channels. In this study, we employed a novel strategy and generated
functional concatenated tandem constructs by splicing BKα subunits into three protein constructs that could be co-expressed to form functional channels.

Previously, two types of modulation in BK channel gating have been demonstrated: incremental by β-subunit and all-or-none by γ1-subunit [27,52,53]. In our study, we aimed to investigate the presence of multiple modulation types in BK channels. To achieve this, we generated concatenated tandem constructs containing 2 or 4 copies of the BKα subunits by splicing BKα subunits into three protein constructs that could be co-expressed to form functional channels. We observed that the BK channels formed by concatenated tandem constructs are similar to intact channels in voltage and Ca\textsuperscript{2+} gating properties. Furthermore, to explore whether each subunit plays an equal role in modulation in BK channels, we employed a series of dimer and tetramer mutants of L312A were constructed. By performed inside-out patch clamp recording, our results demonstrated that the effect of the L312A mutation is consistent, and mutation on each BKα subunit has an incremental effect on BK channel voltage gating. These findings reinforce the notion that each subunit within the BKα channel plays an equal role in determining the overall effect of the L312A mutation. This suggests that our novel approach of splicing BKα into three protein constructs successfully resulted in the formation of functional BK channels, allowing us to investigate the subunit stoichiometry and modulation of BK channels in a concatenated tandem format.

Given that the pore-gate domain (PGD) control ion selectivity and K\textsuperscript{+} permeation and played important role in BK channel voltage gating [54], we constructed a series of mutations around the selectivity filter and deep-pore domain. By further studying a series of concatenated tandem tetramer mutant constructs, interestingly, we observed that the BKγ subunits and mutations located at deep pore and selectivity filter displayed three distinct types of subunit stoichiometry in the modulation of BK channels.

In our study, we observed that a single BKγ1 subunit was sufficient to induce the full gating shift in BKα channels. This finding aligns with the results obtained by Gonzalez-Perez et al. [50], who utilized a Forster resonance energy transfer-based optical approach and a functional reporter in single-channel recordings. Although the precise mechanism underlying this effect was not fully elucidated in our study, we propose that there may be specific sites within the BKα channel, particularly in the pore-gate domain, where a single BKγ1 subunit can bind. This binding event could potentially induce a structural change that propagates through all four pore-forming subunits of the BK channel. As a result, the pore domain becomes more responsive to the activation of each of the four voltage sensors. Further investigations and studies will be necessary to validate this proposed mechanism and to gain a more comprehensive
understanding of how BKγ1 subunits modulate BKα channel gating. By elucidating the structural and functional implications of this interaction, we can advance our knowledge of BK channel regulation and pave the way for potential therapeutic interventions targeting these channels.

Similar to the L312A mutant, we observed that the Y294K and F303A mutations at the deep pore region of each BKα subunit had an incremental effect on BK channel voltage gating. This means that these mutations caused a gradual shift in the voltage dependence of channel activation. On the other hand, the V288A mutation at the selectivity filter exhibited an "all-or-none" effect. However, unlike the mutations in the deep pore region, the V288A mutation required mutations at all four BKα subunits to have a modulatory effect on channel gating. Mutations in only one, two, or three subunits had minimal impact on the gating behavior of the channel. Interestingly, the F307A mutation in the deep pore region displayed an atypical "all-or-none" modulatory function similar to that of the γ1 subunit. This mutation caused a complete shift in the channel's gating behavior, resembling the effect of the γ1 subunit on BK channel modulation. These findings highlight the complex nature of BK channel modulation and demonstrate the diverse effects that specific mutations can have on channel gating. Understanding these distinct modulatory mechanisms can provide insights into the functional roles of different regions and subunits in BK channel regulation. Importantly, using a concatenation strategy to study channel subunit stoichiometry is not without limitations. One potential issue is the unexpected assembly of subunits from different concatemers, which can lead to inconsistencies in the experimental results. Previous studies highlighted that in some cases, subunits from different concatemers can assemble together, leading to the formation of mixed channels with altered properties.\[55,56\]. This unintended assembly can introduce variability and confound the interpretation of results. Indeed, some of our data does not perfectly align with initial expectations; for example, Figure 2G was not a straight line as expected. The complexity of protein assembly and the involvement of additional factors or interactions can contribute to variations in channel properties, including the formation of functional channels with small currents even in trimer constructs (data not shown). This indicated that obtaining convincing results for small shifts in channel properties can be challenging using this model. However, the results are conclusive for significant shifts caused by mutations, auxiliary subunits, and drugs.

In conclusion, our study employed a novel approach using concatenated tandem constructs to investigate the subunit stoichiometry and modulation of BK channels. By generating functional constructs with 2 or 4 copies of BKα subunits, we were able to uncover three distinct types of subunit stoichiometry in BK channel modulation. These included an additive effect, as well as two types of "all-or-none" effects on
BK channel voltage gating. The identified diversity in subunit stoichiometry provides valuable insights into the mechanisms underlying BK channel modulation by auxiliary γ subunits and mutations in the selectivity filter and deep-pore regions. This information not only enhances our understanding of BK channel function but also has implications for future studies on the modulation mechanisms of auxiliary subunits and drugs. The development of these novel concatenated tandem constructs for BK channels opens up new avenues for investigating the intricate regulatory mechanisms of BK channels and can contribute to the development of targeted interventions or therapies in the future. Overall, we have developed novel concatenated tandem constructs of BK channels and revealed three distinct types of subunit stoichiometry in BK channel modulation by auxiliary γ subunits and mutations at selectivity filter and deep-pore locations.
Table 1 Boltzmann-fit parameters of the voltage-dependent concatenated tandem BK channel activation in the wild-type, mutants in the absence and presence of intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Boltzmann fit parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(V_{1/2}) (mV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha^2)</td>
<td>172 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha) (10 (\mu M) Ca(^{2+}))</td>
<td>22.54 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha^{\Delta SO\alpha}C + BK\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>177.81 ± 1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha^{\Delta SO\alpha}C + BK\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP (10 (\mu M) Ca(^{2+}))})</td>
<td>22.17 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha) (Dimer-M1M2) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>178.63 ± 1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha) (Dimer-M1M2) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP (10 (\mu M) Ca(^{2+}))})</td>
<td>22.62 ± 2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha) (Dimer-M3M4) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>180.1 ± 1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha) (Dimer-M3M4) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP (10 (\mu M) Ca(^{2+}))})</td>
<td>22.19 ± 2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha) (Tetramer) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>177.82 ± 1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha) (Tetramer) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP (10 (\mu M) Ca(^{2+}))})</td>
<td>31.42 ± 2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha) (M1(^{L312A}M2^{WT})) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>130.33 ± 1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha) (M1(^{WT}M2^{L312A})) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>120.95 ± 2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha) (M3(^{L312A}M4^{WT})) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>126 ± 1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha) (M3(^{WT}M4^{L312A})) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>115.36 ± 1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha)(M1(^{L312A})) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>61.9 ± 3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha)(M1(^{L312A}M2^{WT}M3^{WT}M4^{WT})) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>150.17 ± 1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha)(M1(^{L312A}M2^{L312A}M3^{WT}M4^{WT})) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>128.07 ± 1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha)(M1(^{L312A}M2^{L312A}M3^{L312A}M4^{WT})) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>96.43 ± 1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha)(M1(^{L312A}M2^{L312A}M3^{L312A}M4^{L312A})) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP})</td>
<td>54.22 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha) (V288A, 10 (\mu M) Ca(^{2+}))</td>
<td>115.42 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK(\alpha)(M1(^{V288A}M2^{WT}M3^{WT}M4^{WT})) + BK(\alpha^{\Delta 94-651} \text{-GFP (10 (\mu M) Ca(^{2+}))})</td>
<td>34.17 ± 1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKα(M₁^{V288A}M₂^{V288A}M₃^{WT}M₄^{WT}) + BKα^{Δ94-651}-GFP (10 µM Ca^{2+})</td>
<td>30.43± 2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKα(M₁^{V288A}M₂^{V288A}M₃^{WT}M₄^{V288A}) + BKα^{Δ94-651}-GFP (10 µM Ca^{2+})</td>
<td>39.54± 1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKα (M₁^{V288A}M₂^{V288A}M₃^{V288A}M₄^{V288A}) + BKα^{Δ94-651}-GFP (10 µM Ca^{2+})</td>
<td>117.12±1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKα(M₁^{F303A}M₂^{WT}M₃^{WT}M₄^{WT}) + BKα^{Δ94-651}-GFP (10 µM Ca^{2+})</td>
<td>46.86±3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKα(M₁^{F303A}M₂^{F303A}M₃^{WT}M₄^{WT}) + BKα^{Δ94-651}-GFP (10 µM Ca^{2+})</td>
<td>87.86± 5.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKα(M₁^{F303A}M₂^{F303A}M₃^{F303A}M₄^{F303A}) + BKα^{Δ94-651}-GFP (10 µM Ca^{2+})</td>
<td>126.24± 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKα(M₁^{V307A}M₂^{WT}M₃^{WT}M₄^{WT}) + BKα^{Δ94-651}-GFP (10 µM Ca^{2+})</td>
<td>55.5±1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKα(M₁^{V307A}M₂^{V307A}M₃^{WT}M₄^{WT}) + BKα^{Δ94-651}-GFP (10 µM Ca^{2+})</td>
<td>68.7± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKα(M₁^{V307A}M₂^{V307A}M₃^{V307A}M₄^{V307A}) + BKα^{Δ94-651}-GFP (10 µM Ca^{2+})</td>
<td>70± 1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The number of recorded excised inside-out patches from different HEK293 cells.

2 Unless indicated with a specific Ca^{2+} concentration, all recording were done in the virtual absence of intracellular free Ca^{2+}. 
Figure legend

**Figure 1. Novel concatenated tandem constructs of BK channel.** (A) Representative traces of recorded BK channel currents in response to the depolarization of the membrane potential from −80 mV in 20-mV steps for selected expression constructs. (B) Western blot of transfected with each concatemeric channel constructs from HEK293 cells, as indicated (Dimer = BKα (Dimer-M3M4), Tetramer = BKα (M1M2M3M4)). (C-E) Voltage dependence of BK channel activation for channels formed by the BKα Monomer (C), Dimer (D) and Tetramer (E) in the virtual absence of Ca\(^{2+}\) and in the presence of 10 µM Ca\(^{2+}\) (n = 4-10). Error bars represent +/- SEM.

**Figure 2. The deep pore L312A mutation on each BKα subunit shows an incremental effect on BK channel voltage gating.** (A) Top view of the structure of human BK channel, hSlo1 (6V3G), highlighting transmembrane domain (cyan) and L312 site (purple) in the absent of Ca\(^{2+}\). (B) Side view of the structure of human BK channel, hSlo1 (6V3G). For clarity, RCK domains and domains in the front and back have been removed. L312 site is shown as purple ball. (C) Western blots obtained from HEK293 cells expressing different of L312A mutant in the tetrameric constructs of BKα proteins. (D) Voltage dependence of BK channel activation for channels formed by different subunit mutant of L312A in BKα (Dimer) channels constructs. (E) Voltage dependence of L312A mutant BK channel activation for channels formed by BKα (Dimer) and BKα (Tetramer) channels constructs. (F-G) Voltage dependence of BK channel activation for channels formed by different subunit mutant of L312A in BKα (Tetramer) channels constructs. Error bars represent +/- SEM.

**Figure 3. Novel concatenated tandem constructs of BKγ1-α reveal one BKγ1 subunit suffices to produce an “all-or-none” effect.** (A) Representative traces of recorded BK channel currents in response to the depolarization of the membrane potential from −80 mV in 20-mV steps for selected expression constructs. (B) Western blots obtained from HEK293 cells expressing different BKγ1-α in the dimeric and tetrameric constructs of BKα proteins constructs. (C-D) Voltage dependence of BK channel activation for channels formed by the BKγ1-α Monomer, Dimer and Tetramer (n = 4-10). Error bars represent +/- SEM.

**Figure 4. Screening of selectivity filter and deep-pore domain reveal three distinct types of subunit stoichiometry in BK channel modulation.** (A) Mutant scan of selectivity filter and deep pore domains. (B) Side view of the structure of human BK channel, hSlo1 (6V3G). For clarity, RCK domains and
domains in the front and back have been removed. V288A, Y294K, F303A and F307A sites are shown as purple ball. (C) Voltage dependence of BK channel activation for channels formed by different subunit mutant of V288A in BKα (Tetramer) channels constructs. (D) A current record from a membrane patch with a single BK channel for 10 μM intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ and +120 mV. Channel opening is indicated by upward current steps and channel closing by downward current steps. (E) Voltage dependence of BK channel activation for channels formed by different subunit mutant of F303A in BKα (Tetramer) channels constructs. (F) Voltage dependence of BK channel activation for channels formed by different subunit mutant of F307A in BKα (Tetramer) channels constructs. Error bars represent +/- SEM.
Figure 2

(A) Diagram of a molecular structure.

(B) Close-up view of a molecular component.

(C) Graph showing the number of L312A (Tetramer) against different conditions.

(D) Graph comparing different conditions (M1WT, M2WT, M3WT, M4WT, etc.) showing conductance (G) normalized to max conductance (Gmax) against voltage.

(E) Similar graph to (D) but with different conditions (M1L312A, M2L312A, M3L312A, M4L312A).

(F) Graph showing conductance (G) normalized to max conductance (Gmax) against voltage for different conditions.

(G) Graph showing voltage (V1/2) against the number of L312A (Tetramer) for different conditions.
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